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A VISION THAT

 STANDS OUT
Reliability + Experience + Value
With Vision Fitness, you get the reliability you need to set up  
a worry-free fitness center. Our equipment is built to withstand  
demanding environments without demanding too much of your 
time, energy or resources. Plus, we test relentlessly to ensure  
that every product meets our rigorous standards and exceeds  
your expectations.

When you choose Vision Fitness, you get the advantage of working 
with the innovative industry leader that has won more than 50 Best  
Buy awards. We were first to market with magnetic resistance,  
step-through bikes, extra-wide running belts, folding ellipticals and 
the Suspension Elliptical™ frame. Our vast industry experience lets you 
purchase with confidence and trust that you will get what you need. 

At Vision Fitness, we prioritize quality and invest in features and 
technologies that improve the user or owner experience so that you 
get high-return equipment at every price point. Our goal is to keep 
your facility operating optimally. We do that by delivering durable 
equipment with attractive feature sets, and we support your purchase 
with world-class customer service and a global distribution network. 
More simply, value is at the forefront of everything we do.
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A PARTNER YOU

 CAN TRUST
Whatever your budget, space or timeline, our experts can work  
with you to select the right mix of equipment that meets all of  
your requirements. We will continue to support you with ongoing 
service, resources and information to help you maximize the return 
on your investment. 

•  Facility planning: We can help you determine how much equipment 
you need and which assortment makes the most sense.

•  Custom design: We can create custom room layouts to help you  
visualize your equipment in your facility.

•  Professional installation: Proper setup extends the life of your 
equipment, and we can get your new or renovated facility ready  
to launch on schedule.

•  Award-winning customer service: Focus on managing your  
business and let us handle any worries or concerns that arise with 
our skilled team ready to assist you.
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As part of Johnson Health Tech, we consider sustainability in  
a broad sense. Because we recognize that the well-being of our  
employees, communities and environment has a direct impact  
on the success of our company, we operate with what we call  
a triple bottom line that balances people, planet and profit. Every 
year we produce a sustainability report and review policies that 
guide our efforts to promote wellness within our company, to minimize 
resource consumption (in our products and during production) and 
to help each of our subsidiaries incorporate sustainable practices 
where possible.

SUSTAINABILITY

 IN FOCUS
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Vision Fitness products are designed and tested to withstand the  
demands of high-use environments without sacrificing sophisticated 
and distinctive industrial design. 

We also develop and incorporate exclusive technologies that improve 
functionality or enhance the customer experience. These innovations 
make it easier to use, maintain and own our equipment. 

EQUIPMENT THAT WORKS 

FOR YOU



The Johnson Drive System is powered with a commercial AC motor 
for the most efficient, durable and responsive performance.  
Extremely reliable, AC motors have few internal components and 
require little ongoing maintenance. They run without internal friction, 
which keeps them cool and quiet during operation. Your guests and 
residents will also appreciate a treadmill that instantly adjusts to 
their speed and incline choices without lags or surges. Day to day, 
week to week, Vision Fitness treadmills deliver what you need. 

Your guests and residents can jaunt through Rocky Mountain foothills  
or the American Northeast – all by stepping on a treadmill. Stunning, 
high-definition, forward-motion video syncs with the treadmill pace 
and incline. The sounds of gravel underfoot or hawks in the distance 
remind you that Virtual Active™ workouts take exercise places  
no other treadmill can go. The Elegant+ and Touch+ consoles  
include two Virtual Active workouts. Additional video packs  
are sold separately.

After extensive biomechanical and ergonomic research, we  
identified several key design elements that work together to  
create the most comfortable Suspension Elliptical™ workout.  
We call it PerfectStride™ technology, and it features a natural  
elliptical footpath, pivoting foot plates and a variable stride  
length at all incline levels. This produces a stride motion that  
mimics the body’s true movement patterns. No other fitness  
trainer replicates the natural gait so closely.

The exclusive Sprint 8® science-based high intensity interval training 
(HIIT) program burns more fat, builds more muscle and develops 
greater fitness with just three twenty-minute workouts per week. 
It is an efficient and effective fitness program that accommodates 
busy lifestyles and travel schedules. Your guests and residents can 
get great results without investing great amounts of time. 



We designed and engineered the T80  
treadmill to withstand hours of worry-free 
commercial use. Plus, the long deck and  
digital drive system give runners the space 
and consistent performance they need to 
maintain their training. 

•  Powerful 3.0 CHP AC drive system delivers 
smooth and reliable performance

•  Extra-long, extra-wide deck accommodates 
a wide range of users

•  Maintenance-free belt never  
needs lubrication

•  Commercial-grade, reversible deck extends 
treadmill life

• Heavy-duty steel frame enhances durability

•  Convenient toggle control grips allow for 
easy incline and speed changes

T80
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CARDIO



Touch+
Our top-of-the-line touchscreen console delivers the best in features 
and entertainment. It includes two Virtual Active workouts that 
take users to some of the world’s most stunning and inspiring paths 
and trails. The wireless receiver enables heart rate training, and the 
iPod® and iPhone® compatibility allows users to control their devices 
through the touchscreen while they exercise.  

Elegant+
Redesigned with a touchscreen display, the new Elegant+ console  
offers variety with 15 diverse programs. Users eager to make the 
most of their time will appreciate the Sprint 8 workout that delivers 
maximum results in just three twenty-minute workouts per week. 
The quick-touch keys enable easy speed and incline changes, and 
the wireless receiver tracks heart rate for more advanced training.

Classic
This is the console that gets things started. The simple interface and 
extra-large display make it ultra-accessible. It’s a true get-on-and-go 
console that your guests and residents can use whether they have  
a little or a lot of experience with fitness equipment.

CONSOLES 
With the T80 you can choose from three consoles to get the features 
most appropriate for your guests or residents. Each offers intuitive 
operation, so any user can hop on and quickly adjust settings and 
fine-tune workouts. 

CARDIO
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With our exclusive PerfectStride technology, 
this Suspension Elliptical trainer promotes 
natural body positioning. The variable 
path of motion offers workout variety.

• PerfectStride motion is fluid, natural

•  Variable stride length and multi-position 
grips let users tailor workouts

•  Power incline enhances workout variety

•  Self-powered generator offers  
placement versatility

• Heavy-gauge steel frame ensures durability

• Large, cushioned pedals ease joint stress

•  Narrow pedal spacing promotes  
good posture

• Bright LED display is readable at any angle

CARDIO

S70
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The unique suspension design provides  
an exceptionally smooth feel, utmost 
comfort and unmatched accessibility.  
Plus, the cord-free operation gives you 
greater freedom of placement.

•  Durable Suspension Elliptical frame  
minimizes maintenance

•  Self-powered generator offers  
placement versatility

• Heavy-gauge steel frame ensures durability

• Large, cushioned pedals ease joint stress

•  Narrow pedal spacing promotes  
good posture

• Bright LED display is readable at any angle

CARDIO

S60
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A step-through frame and Club Comfort Arc™ 
seat with lumbar support make the R70 an 
accessible recumbent bike for users of all 
ability levels.

• Step-through frame enhances accessibility

•  Self-powered generator offers  
placement versatility

•  User-friendly seat adjustment mechanism 
makes it easy to find an ideal riding position

•  Convenient accessory tray provides ample 
storage space for gadgets and gear

•  Remote control grips enable quick  
workout adjustments

•  Heavy-gauge welded steel frame enhances 
stability and durability

• Bright LED display is readable at any angle

CARDIO

R70
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With a stainless steel seat post and handlebar stem, the  
V-Series indoor cycle is durable enough for a class setting  
and still perfect for indoor training during the off-season. 

•  Zinc-coated, high-tensile steel frame prevents rust  
and corrosion

•  Micro-adjustable handlebar and seat accommodate  
a variety of users

•  Heavy 40 lb. / 18 kg flywheel ensures a smooth, effective workout

•  Large, oversized bearings in bottom bracket increase longevity

• Optional computer provides valuable workout feedback

Advanced programming keeps workouts interesting, while the 
durable frame keeps the U70 upright bike operational even in 
high-use environments.

•  Multi-position handlebars enable a variety of users to find  
a comfortable grip

• Self-powered generator offers placement versatility

• Club Comfort Arc™ upright seat provides support

•  Heavy-gauge welded steel frame enhances stability  
and durability

• Bright LED display is readable at any angle

CARDIO

U70 V-SERIES
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Designed to fit in virtually any room,  
the ST710 Multi-Station Gym provides three 
work stations on two weight stacks.

•  Top-of-the-line cables ensure  
smooth movements

•  Exercise placards are easy to read  
and understand

•  Convenient accessory storage keeps your 
fitness space organized and neat

•  Double-stitched upholstery and contoured 
pads are durable and comfortable

STRENGTH

ST710
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The ST780 Adjustable Bench is durable, compact and portable. 

•  Three-position seat and seven-position backrest  
accommodate a wide variety of users

•  Handle and transport wheels make it easy to move  
or reposition the bench

•  Double-stitched upholstery and contoured pads are  
durable and comfortable

The ST700 Functional Trainer, which accommodates dozens 
of different exercises, is sturdy and durable enough for years 
of heavy use. 

•  Wide, open-based frame accommodates a bench,  
stability ball or wheelchair

•  Integrated handgrips allow for pull-ups, core work  
and stretching exercises

•  Top-of-the-line cables ensure smooth movements

•  Convenient accessory storage keeps your fitness space  
organized and neat

STRENGTH

ST700 ST780
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FEATURE T80 TREADMILL FEATURE S70 SUSPENSION  
ELLIPTICAL™

S60 SUSPENSION  
ELLIPTICAL™

FEATURE R70 RECUMBENT BIKE U70 UPRIGHT BIKE V-SERIES INDOOR CYCLE

CONSOLE Touch+, Elegant+, Classic CONSOLE Standard LED Standard LED CONSOLE Standard LED Standard LED Optional LCD

WORKOUT  
FEEDBACK

See T80 Console  
Options table

WORKOUT  
FEEDBACK

Distance, Speed, Heart Rate, 
% Max HR, Watts, METs, RPM, 
Calories, Time, Resistance

Distance, Speed, Heart Rate, 
% Max HR, Watts, METs, RPM, 
Calories, Time, Resistance

WORKOUT  
FEEDBACK

Distance, Speed, Heart Rate, 
% Max HR, Watts, METs, RPM, 
Calories, Time, Resistance

Distance, Speed, Heart Rate, 
% Max HR, Watts, METs, RPM, 
Calories, Time, Resistance

Only if optional computer is 
purchased: Distance, Heart 
Rate, RPM, Calories, Time

PROGRAMS See T80 Console  
Options table

PROGRAMS Sprint 8®, Manual, Interval, 
Fat Burn, Random, Target 
HRT, HRT Weight Loss, HRT 
Interval, HRT Hill, Trail 2K, 
Trail 5K, Trail 8K, Glute Burn, 
Summit Hike, Mountain Trek, 
Stair Climb, Fitness Test,  
5 Custom Programs – 22 total

Sprint 8®, Manual, Interval, 
Fat Burn, Random, Target 
HRT, HRT Weight Loss, HRT 
Interval, HRT Hill, Trail 10K, 
Trail 15K, Trail 20K, Constant 
Watts, Interval Watts,  
Hill Watts, Fitness Test,  
5 Custom Programs – 21 total

PROGRAMS Sprint 8®, Manual, Interval, 
Fat Burn, HRT Cardio, HRT 
Weight Loss, HRT Interval, 
HRT Hill, Watts, 5 Custom 
Programs – 14 total

Sprint 8®, Manual, Interval, 
Fat Burn, HRT Cardio, HRT 
Weight Loss, HRT Interval, 
HRT Hill, Watts, 5 Custom 
Programs – 14 total

N/A

HEART RATE See T80 Console  
Options table

HEART RATE Contact grips and wireless Contact grips and wireless HEART RATE Contact grips and wireless Contact grips and wireless Optional computer

FRAME Heavy-gauge welded steel FRAME Suspension Elliptical™ Suspension Elliptical™ FRAME Recumbent Upright Indoor cycle

RUNNING AREA 55.9 x 152.4 cm / 22˝ x 60˝ RESISTANCE  
SYSTEM & RANGE

Two-stage generator Two-stage generator RESISTANCE  
SYSTEM & RANGE

Two-stage generator; 1 – 20 Two-stage generator; 1 – 20 Friction brake with the 
micro-adjust knob and  
emergency stop

CUSHIONING Ultra Zone™ Cushioning
System

HANDLEBARS Multi-position with  
rubberized grip

Standard foam grip HANDLEBARS Multi-grip contact heart
rate grips

Multi-grip with armrests and 
contact heart rate grips

Multi-position,  
micro-adjustable

BELT 2-ply, commercial,  
maintenance-free

PEDALS Oversized with  
rubber inserts

Oversized with  
rubber inserts

PEDALS Self-balancing pedals with 
adjustable straps

Self-balancing pedals with 
adjustable straps

Standard alloy pedals

DECK 1˝ reversible, hard-waxed, 
maintenance-free

PEDAL SPACING 5.1 cm / 2˝ 5.1 cm / 2˝ SEAT Club Comfort Arc™ seat with 
adjustable lumbar control

Club Comfort Arc™ seat Ergonomic cycling saddle

DRIVE SYSTEM 3.0 CHP Digital AC STRIDE LENGTH 51 – 58.4 cm / 20 – 23˝ 53.3 cm / 21˝ SEAT  
ADJUSTMENT

Fore/Aft Up/Down Up/Down and Fore/Aft

ROLLERS 2.4˝ crowned with large
O.D. bearings

STEP-ON HEIGHT 21.6 cm / 8.5˝ 23 cm / 9˝ FLYWHEEL N/A N/A 18 kg / 40 lbs.

SPEED RANGE 0.5 – 20 km/h / 0.3 – 12 mp INCLINE 15% – 37% N/A DIMENSIONS  
(L x W x H)

170.2 x 71.1 x 134.6 cm /  
67˝ x 28˝ x 53˝

104.1 x 66.0 x 142.2 cm /
41˝ x 26˝ x 56˝

142 x 54 x 109 cm /  
56˝ x 21.25˝ x 43˝

INCLINE 0% – 15% DIMENSIONS  
(L x W x H)

190.5 x 89 x 173 cm / 
75˝ x 35˝ x 68˝

185.8 x 74.9 x 163.8 cm / 
73.2˝ x 29.5˝ x 64.5˝

PRODUCT WEIGHT 72.1 kg / 159 lbs. 56.2 kg / 124 lbs. 49.0 kg / 108 lbs.

DIMENSIONS  
(L x W x H)

204 x 110 x 160 cm /  
80˝ x 43˝ x 63˝

PRODUCT WEIGHT 160 kg / 352 lbs. 156.5 kg / 345 lbs. USER WEIGHT 
CAPACITY

182 kg / 400 lbs. 182 kg / 400 lbs. 131.5 kg / 290 lbs.

PRODUCT WEIGHT 158.8 kg / 350 lbs. USER WEIGHT 
CAPACITY

182 kg / 400 lbs. 182 kg / 400 lbs. WARRANTY1 Frame: Lifetime; Generator:  
5 years; Parts: 5 years;  
Labor: 2 years

Frame: Lifetime; Generator:  
5 years; Parts: 5 years;  
Labor: 2 years

Frame: 5 years; Parts:  
2 years; Saddle: 1 year;
Wear Items2:  6 months; 
Labor: 90 days

USER WEIGHT 
CAPACITY

181.4 kg / 400 lbs. WARRANTY1 Frame: Lifetime; Generator:  
5 years; Parts: 5 years;  
Labor: 2 years

Frame: Lifetime; Generator:  
5 years; Parts: 5 years;  
Labor: 2 years

WARRANTY1 Frame: Lifetime; Motor:  
5 years; Parts: 5 years;  
Labor: 2 years

CARDIO

1 For light commercial use.  Some limitations apply.
2 Wear items excluded: pedal straps, bottle holder, brake pad
3 Will not charge USB devices that require more than 1 amp



FEATURE TOUCH+ ELEGANT+ CLASSIC

DISPLAY 15.6” high-definition touchscreen 10” high-definition touchscreen Extra-large LED

WORKOUT  
FEEDBACK

Total Time, Time Remaining, Time Elapsed, Clock, Heart Rate, Max HR, % Max 
HR, Target Heart Rate, Distance, Calories, Calories per Hour, Watts, METs, 
Pace, Avg. Pace, Incline, Speed 

Total Time, Time Remaining, Time Elapsed, Clock, Heart Rate, Max HR,  
% Max HR, Target Heart Rate, Distance, Calories, Calories per Hour, Watts, 
METs, Pace, Avg. Pace, Level, Incline, Speed 

Time, Heart Rate, Distance, Calories, Pace, Incline, Speed 

PROGRAMS Manual, Intervals, Weight Loss, Fitness Test, 5K, 10K, Calorie Goal, Distance 
Goal, Sprint 8®, Target HR (speed-based), % Target HR (speed-based), Target 
HR (incline-based), % Target HR (incline-based), 5 Custom Programs, Saved 
Program, 2 Virtual Active™ destinations – 19 total

Manual, Intervals, Weight Loss, Fitness Test, 5K, 10K, Calorie Goal, Distance 
Goal, Sprint 8®, Target HR (speed-based), % Target HR (speed-based),  
Target HR (incline-based), % Target HR (incline-based),  
2 Virtual Active™ destinations – 15 total

Manual, Intervals, Weight Loss, Fitness Test, Target HR (speed-based)  
– 5 total

HEART RATE Contact grips, Polar® wireless receiver Contact grips, Polar® wireless receiver Contact grips and Polar® wireless receiver

EXTRAS Made for iPod®/iPhone® (audio/video), media via USB, charges USB devices3, 
Energy Saver™ mode

Charges USB devices3, Energy Saver™ mode Charges USB devices3, Energy Saver™ mode

FEATURE ST700 ST710 ST780

INSTRUCTIONS Placards define exercise operation and muscles worked Placards define exercise operation and muscles worked N/A

AESTHETICS Comfortable co-molded exercise and height-positioning handles, chrome 
upright columns and lightweight composite aluminum bar

Comfortable co-molded exercise and height-positioning handles, 
chrome-plated oval column, rubber grips, 5.1 cm / 2˝ diameter round pull-pin 
handles and durable double-stitched upholstered pads

Contoured upholstered pads

INCLUDED  
ACCESSORIES

Long multi-swivel bar, sports handle, (2) foot cuffs and 2.3 kg / 5 lb.  
add-on weight

Revolving short bar and lat bar, sports handle, (2) foot cuffs and  
(2) 2.3 kg / 5 lb. add-on weights

N/A

FRAME  
CONSTRUCTION

11-gauge square, oval and round tubing 11-gauge rectangular, square and oval tubing 11-gauge rectangular, square and oval tubing

WEIGHT STACK 73 kg / 160 lb. weight stack, cast iron (2) 95 kg / 210 lb. weight stacks, cast iron N/A

WEIGHT STACK 
SHIELDS

16-gauge powder-coated perforated and solid steel 16-gauge powder-coated perforated and solid steel N/A

GUIDE RODS 1.9 cm / 3/4˝ chrome-plated tubing 1.9 cm / 3/4˝ chrome-plated tubing N/A

CHROME PLATING Guide rods, range-of-motion tubes and plates Adjustable cable column Height adjustment tube

CABLE 48 cm / 3/16˝ diameter, nylon-coated 48 cm / 3/16˝ diameter, nylon-coated N/A

DIMENSIONS  
(L x W x H)

145 x 157.5 x 213 cm / 57˝ x 62˝ x 83.75˝ 282 x 221 x 213 cm / 111˝ x 87˝ x 83.75˝ 154.9 x 66 x 48.3 cm / 61˝ x 26˝ x 19˝

PRODUCT WEIGHT 220 kg / 485 lbs. 437 kg / 963 lbs. 45.8 kg / 101 lbs.

USER WEIGHT 
CAPACITY

182 kg / 400 lbs. 182 kg / 400 lbs. 362.9 kg / 800 lbs. (includes user and external load)

WARRANTY Frame/Welds/Weight Plates/Guide Rods: Lifetime; Pulleys/Rotating  
Bearings/Bushings: 5 years; Labor/Cables/Linear Bushings/Shafts/ 
Other Parts: 1 year

Frame/Welds/Weight Plates/Guide Rods: Lifetime; Pulleys/Rotating  
Bearings/Bushings: 5 years; Labor/Cables/Linear Bushings/Shafts/ 
Other Parts: 1 year

Frame/Welds/Weight Plates/Guide Rods: Lifetime; Pulleys/Rotating  
Bearings/Bushings: 5 years; Labor/Cables/Linear Bushings/Shafts/ 
Other Parts: 1 year

T80 CONSOLE OPTIONS

STRENGTH



1600 Landmark Drive  •  Cottage Grove, WI 53527 U.S.A.
toll free 800.335.4348  •  fax 608.839.8731

visionfitness.com
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